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THE ROOT OF THE PROBLEM
If the APMC structure is not required,
and the alternative market can offer
remunerative prices for the farmers,
why would farmers of UP or Bihar sell
their

paddy

for

Rs

800-1,000

per

quintal? If the trader can discover a
market outside the APMC, why should he
lug the paddy all the way from Bihar or
UP to Punjab to sell it at the APMC
mandi?

The

answer

is

simple.

The

government is the only reliable buyer.
Read more:
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/co
mment/the-root-of-the-problem-180167

A DAY SPENT WITH
FARM PROTESTERS ON
THE OUTSKIRTS OF
DELHI
“The culture of resistance, of being ready
to sacrifice oneself in the fight for
justice goes back centuries in Punjab”
Read more:
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/co
mment/a-day-spent-with-farmprotesters-on-the-outskirts-of-delhi180518

NATIONAL
DIMENSION TO
FARMERS’ AGITATION

FARM REFORMS —
HOW BOTH SIDES
FALTERED

Just as the Manmohan Singh govt failed

The

to read the nature of the Anna movement

agricultural reforms — led primarily by

and the depth of its popular support, the

land-owning farmers of Punjab, but now

Modi govt is also a victim of false images

supplemented by a range of other farmer

around the farmers’ movement, often

groups

created by its spin doctors. The UPA

economic

regime had at least the media to show it

Irrespective

the mirror; the current govt has denied

eventually resolved, the protests throw

itself this feedback.
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Read more:

developmental model, the role of the

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/co

State and markets in a sector that

mment/the-root-of-the-problem-180167

employs the largest number of people in
the country, Centre-state relations, and
the future of politics in rural India in
general but Punjab in particular.
Read more:
https://www.hindustantimes.com/colum
ns/farm-reforms-how-both-sidesfaltered/storyP0nrDcyINuDUZP9MnD85aI.html
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